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Cheat Sheet for My Staff Folder

A. Schedule: Sync your calendar or view meetings scheduled with your staff

B. Reports: Many different ways to review the status and history of your staff’s evaluation progress

C. Analysis: For completed forms, review and compare staff scores.

D. My Staff: Work with the staff you are evaluating

E. My Folder: Ifyou are being evaluated, your tasks will be here

F. Signatures: Electronically sign or approve forms

G. Begin Walkthrough: Ifenabled, perform a walkthrough for any employee in the district

H. Evaluation tab: Listof staff assigned to you who are currently being evaluated

I. Filters: Change how you view the listof staff on the Evaluation tab

J. View button: Fill out forms, schedule conferences & view the direct report’s entire process

K. Folder button: Simpler list of direct report’s entire process that includesdue dates

L. Bulk Actions: Use to delegate processes toothers

M. Help: FAQ, Support topics and videos plus telephone support numbers for TalentEd (7am-7pm central M-F)
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AssigningProcesses

A. Not Evaluated: Generally assign processes by looking at staff that are currently Not Evaluated

B. Job Type:Must firstfilter by Job Type to assign processes in bulk

C. School Year: Make sure to filter based on the current school year

D. StartA Process:Start a process on a single staff member

E. Bulk Action: Start a process on multiplestaff members at once by selecting staff members  

using checkmarks (F)
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Evidence

Evidencefora direct report- isavailable when viewing an individual’s evaluation process or folder.

Purpose:View all evidence collected throughout the process or “see who said it,what they said and when  

they said it” or organize, manage and share evidence.
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Cheat Sheetfor Working with Forms

A. Attachments:Up to 3 separate attachmentsper form.

B. Rubric/FormReviewTool:Click thisand a page will slide-out givingyou one-click access to view any

rubric associated with thisprocess, as well as any completed form in the direct report’sprocess.

C. Workflow: Forms that include workflow show the signature, approval or review steps that must be  

completed oncethe form is submitted

D. Backbutton:Go back to the previous page.

E. Save Progressbutton:Save what you’ve done on the form.Does not check if required fieldshave

been completed.

F. FormSharingbutton:Lets you send a copy of the form to the employee for their reviewprior to  

locking the form forsignatures

G. Save & Submit button: Saves the form, locks it from further edits, andbegins the Workflow as defined  

at the bottomof the form (see itemC).

H. ScriptingTool:Click thisbutton and a tool willappear that allows you, duringan observation, to type  

your observations and have them automatically time/date stamped. These items can later be  

pasted into the form or shared with the evaluee, if desired. Thesenotes become part of the Evidence  

table described on the following page. Additionally, if HR has enabled “Advanced Scripting,” these  

observationscan be associated with a rubric.

I. Save/Autosavestatus:Auto-save occurs every 2-5minutes and begins as soon as any change is  

madeto the form.
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Cheat Sheetfor Working with Forms

Artifactsmay be used instead of attachments at the bottom of a form.Artifacts allow a user to attach an  

unlimited number of either files or URLs to the evaluation process. These files then become part of the  

overall evaluation folder and can be accessed via the Evidence table shown below when viewing an  

evaluation. Additionally, artifacts can be associated to rubric items if the district has chosen to enable  

that particular feature.
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CheatSheet for Working with Rubrics

A

A. When accessing the Rubric/Formreviewtool,any rubrics that have been associated with  

this process will be shown at the top of the list. This feature must be enabled by HR.

B. When viewing an associated rubric, if there are artifacts attached to the rubric, a number in  

that portion of the rubric will be highlighted, and the associated artifacts can be accessed  

by clicking that number. Thisevidence isonly seen by the evaluator.

*If there are artifactsOR SCRIPTEDNOTES attached to the rubric, a number in that portion of  

the rubric will be highlighted, and the associated artifacts OR SCRIPTED NOTES can be  

accessed by clicking that number. Thisevidence is only seen by the evaluator.
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ACheat Sheet for Signatures & Approvals

A. SignaturesButton:Review Signatures,Approvals or Review of forms. Red star willappear on the button  

when you have itemsassigned to you waiting in the Signature area

B. Documents Awaiting your Signature: List of documents that are awaiting yourattention.

C. View and Sign: This button changes depending on whether you are Signing, Approving or Reviewing

a form, but you always click it to first view the completed form, then scroll to the bottom to complete

the assignedstep.

D. AwaitingSignature by a DirectReport:Listof documents that are awaiting the direct report’s  

attention. Use this to keep track of your direct report’sassignments.

E. View and Sign (under Direct Report area): Lets you only review the form awaiting the directreport’s

attention.
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